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FROM THE PRESIDENT 

I t is a pleasure to write to all the members and volunteers of the 
Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society in this newsletter. Many of you 
have been members and volunteering for up to 30 years and I am 
humbled by your continued involvement and support. 
 
The Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society (FOUVS) is a member-driven 
organization that works to support the operations and growth of the 
Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village. One of our main goals is to see the 

completion of the Village. 
 

We can all see the importance that members, volunteers and donors place on the Ukrainian Cultural 
Heritage Village (UCHV)  and its role in explaining and presenting the life of the early Ukrainian 
pioneers to Alberta. Your efforts make us all work harder for our shared common goals. UCHV is a 
world-renowned living history museum. Your continued involvement makes it a real Village each year. 
Thank you! 
 

In 2014 and 2015, we allocated $75,000 towards five of the buildings that were opened in the spring 
of 2015. We also committed an additional $45,000 for furnishing and artifacts for the Galician 
Farmstead (the Hlus House, Barn and Granary and Chicken Coop) and Hilliard Pool Hall. We are 
hopeful that with our support these buildings will be opened sometime in 2016 or early 2017.  
 

FOUVS support for these projects is directly related to the support we receive from our members and 
donors. We are always struggling to have sufficient operating funds—this fall we had to reduce the 
number of our office staff—while we continue to support the Village. We hope that you can donate to 
our Society! We need your contributions. 
 

Lastly, I would also like to present to you the Board of Directors of the Friends Society for April 1 2015 
to March 31 2016. They are a groups of dedicated individuals who provide governance for the Society 
and help with our fundraising efforts.  

Fedchyshyn, Nick  President 
MacRae, Marie  1st Vice President 
Yaremchuk, Gord  2nd Vice President 
Haluschak, Jeremy  Treasurer 
Nowicki, Adriane  Secretary 
Pullishy, Roger  Past President 
Bilotta, Natalka  Director 
Gogal, Misty   Director 
Hewko, Alvin   Director 
MacRae, Sandra  Director 
Ostashevsky, Christina Director 
Petriw, Nestor  Director 

Shmygelska, Luda Director 
Stasiuk, Deborah Director 
Steblyk, Ryan  Director  
 
Non-Voting Members 
Chrystia Chomiak Executive Director 
Myskiw, Tammy Golf Tournament  
Olee Wowk  Casino Chair 
 
Arnold Grandt Director, UCHV 

Merry Christmas and a happy new year! 
Веселих Свят і щасливого нового року! 
Nick Fedchyshyn, President 
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
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Welcome to the Ukrainian Village Voice! 

A fter an absence of a number of years, I am pleased to 

reintroduce this newest edition of the Ukrainian Village Voice. Since 

I became Executive Director (in March of 2014) I have focused on 

improving the management practices of the Society. A lot has been 

achieved, but the one project I am proudest of is the consolidation 

of all donor records into a single database. As a result of this work, 

we were able to place temporary plaques for donors who have 

contributed $1000 and more since 2003 on to our Donor Wall this 

past summer. This is an impressive display of support and I thank 

every donor for their past and continued support! We plan to make these plaques permanent in 

2016. 
 

Another project I am very proud of is FOUVS’ support for the completion of five buildings which 

opened in the spring of 2015 and FOUVS’ commitment to fund furnishings, artifacts and 

costuming for the next five. It is a pleasure to be working with the talented curatorial staff at 

UCHV and to be able to support their work. It is also important for donors and volunteers to see 

the results of your efforts. This issue features some of the items we funded. 
 

Lastly, I am proud of the great working relationship that FOUVS staff have with Arnold Grandt, 

Director, and the staff of UCHV. So much has been accomplished by working together! 

In October of 2015, Olee Wowk, past FOUVS treasurer, 

was honoured with the Hetman Award by the 

Ukrainian Canadian Congress—Alberta Provincial 

Council for his volunteer work.  An interview with Olee 

is featured in this edition. 
 

UCHV offers experiences for every one and you will 

find a listing of the numerous programs that are 

offered in the off season to school groups and groups 

renting space at the Village. Plan your next retreat at 

the Village. The Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village is 

yours to discover!  
 

All the best, and I wish you a wonderful holiday season 

and a New Year full of happiness and prosperity.  

Chrystia Chomiak, Executive Director 
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INTERVIEW WITH OLEE WOWK 

O lee Wowk received the Hetman Award, in October 2015, 

for his outstanding volunteer work . The Hetman Award is 

given by the Ukrainian Canadian Committee—Alberta 

Provincial Council to individuals who have made a significant 

contribution through their volunteer work to the Ukrainian 

community in Edmonton. 

In 2007 Olee joined the Friends of the Ukrainian Village 

Society and was elected as Treasurer of the Board in 2009. He 

served in this capacity to March of 2015, and currently he is  

our Casino Chair. Olee is also an active volunteer at events at the Village throughout the summer.  

Recently Chrystia Chomiak sat down to talk with Olee. 

Chrystia: Congratulations on winning the Hetman Award. Besides your work with FOUVS, you served as 

Treasurer of the Ukrainian National Federation—now you are their General Manager—and are a founding 

member of the Cheremosh Dance Ensemble, where you served as their president from 1987 to 2000. What 

drives you to be a volunteer? 

Olee: I like to volunteer. I like to contribute. I don’t have a great education, but I like to volunteer as much 

as I can. I enjoy it. I enjoy being in the center of things. I want to see good things happen.  

Chrystia: Why did you join the Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society? 

Olee: I attended an Annual General Meeting and saw that I could help the Society. I want to see 

organizations managed well.  

Also, I understand the life of Ukrainian pioneers. I grew up in Innisfree.  When we first came to Canada we 

lived with our relatives on a farm outside of Innisfree [the family came to Canada in 1949]. At first we 

lived in a chicken coop that my father renovated. It was very cold and we had one wooden stove. So I 

lived the pioneer life.  

My parents took on any work they could find. My father was a tailor in Lviv, but in Innisfree there were 

only farmers, and farmers don’t wear suits, and so they worked as farm labourers. Money was always 

very tight for our family. Later, my father was able to build a small house in Innisfree with the help of our 

Ukrainian neighbours.  When he moved to Edmonton he worked in the meat packing plants and had a 

tailoring business on the side. 

Chrystia: What do you like best at the Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village? 

Olee: The Harvest of the Past – the threshing events. I grew up with threshing machines and horses. My 

parents would stook bales for local farmers, and we would help. It was a family affair. We all worked. I 

really enjoy the fall and the harvest and all the work that is done. It was a happy time for me as a child. 
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THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS 

T hank you to all who volunteered to support the Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society in 2015!  

Our volunteers helped with food services, sold tickets, staffed museum shop tables, sold 50/50 tickets, 

organized our annual golf tournament and our 30th Anniversary Banquet and served on our Board of 

Directors. In 2015 you contributed 2296 hours of work. In total that easily translates into a monetary 

value of $22,960.  

This contributes significantly to the operations of the Friends Society. It also allows us to apply for 

donations and grants, which support the work of UCHV and contribute to its success. Thank you! 

Shauna  Allen  
Gerry Beauchamp  
Vicky Beauchamp  
Natalka Bilotta   
Allan Borys   
Joan Borys   
Alex Boyda   
Eleanor Busko  
Bruce Buxton   
Dianna Buxton  
Irene Cholowski  
Anne Choma   
Theresa  Corry  
Michael  Draganiuk 
Eugene Eleniak  
Orest Eleniak   
Eunice Eliuk   
Nick Fedchyshyn   
Anne Fedorchuk    
Horace Fedorchuk   
William Fergusson   
Georgina Frankiw    
Misty Gogal     
Rose Grekul     
Jeremy Haluschak   
Michael Harkes    
Josephine Hercher   
Alvin Hewko    

Eva Himka     
Allan Hough     
Alyssa Hough    
Harold Hough    
Mike Huculak     
Heather Jubenvill    
Lyle Jubenvill    
Elana Kawulych    
Elsie Kawulych    
Ilya Khineyko     
Margaret Kruse    
Lyle Kruse     
Marg Laing     
Myron Lahola    
Jared Larocque    
Annette Larocque     
Viktor Lakhnyuk    
Marie MacRae    
Sandra  MacRae    
Lynette Massey    
Tierney McIntyre    
Tammy Myskiw    
Adriane Nowicki    
Christina Ostashevsky  
Nestor Petriw    
Fred Pewarchuk    
Lil Pewarchuk    
Roger Pullishy    

Vinodhini Rajan    
Natalia Rybak    
Wiktor Rybak    
John Sawicki    
Maxine Sawicki    
Marge Segin     
Luda Shmygelska    
Bill Skubleny    
Ken Solomon     
Steve Sorochan    
Debbie Stasiuk    
Ryan Steblyk     
Nadine Stefiuk    
Diane Taschuk    
Chris Tyrkalo     
Dianne Tyrkalo    
Christian Udma    
Devin Wegner    
Laurie Whiteside    
Matthew Whiteside    
Doug Witting     
Olee Wowk     
Karen Woywitcka    
Gord Yaremchuk    
Marshall Yaremcio    
Elsie Yeremiy     
Jim Yeremiy     
Edith Zawadiuk   

FOUVS VOLUNTEERS IN 2015 

Become a volunteer! FOUVS has an upcoming Casino on January 13 and 14 2016 

and need help with the Feast of Jordan. If you can volunteer for these events and 

to register for the 2016 season call the FOUVS office at 780-662-3855 ext. 1111. 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2015  
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COSTUMED ROLE PLAYERS BRING HISTORY TO LIFE! 

FOUVS had another successful summer at the Village. We hired 34 historic 

interpreters and role players who offered visitors the opportunity of 

experiencing the lives and times of the early Ukrainian settlers in east 

central Alberta in the early 1900s.  Applications for interpreters for the 2016 

season are now available online at www.friendsukrainianvillage.com   

FRIENDS UKRAINIAN MUSICFEST 

Many bands gave the gift of music and time to perform at the Friends MusicFest on August 23 at the 

Village! The line-up was organized by Steven Chwok of CFCW fame and included some of the outstanding 

Ukrainian Canadian traditional groups and musicians in Alberta: Albert Billey, Chychul Family, Cimmarons, 

Diamonds, Dynamics, Don & Noreen Klym, Eddie & Freddie Chwill, Five Star, John Bandura & Friends, 

Jimmy Watsko, Millennia, Paul Kobasiuk & Friends, Polka Ramblers, Slusarchuks, Sparkling Tones, 

Starlites, Stan Ostafie and UB.  Thank you to all who contributed. See you in 2016 at the Village! 

30th ANNIVERSARY BANQUET AND FUNDRAISING ZABAVA 

On October 3 FOUVS hosted a banquet and fundraising zabava. Guest speaker 

was Jars Balan, founder of Kalyna Country, and greetings were presented from 

the Alberta Government by Ms. Jessica Littlewood, MLA for Fort Saskatchewan-

Vegreville. Guests from a number of Ukrainian organizations were present. Great 

dance music was provided by UB—the Ukrainian Zabava Band. Thanks to the 

organizing committee of Natalka Bilotta, Marie MacRae, Sandra MacRae, 

Christine Ostashevky, Nick Fedchyshyn and Chrystia Chomiak for a memorable 

event! The banquet took place at the Old Timer’s Cabin in Edmonton. 

http://www.friendsukrainianvillage.com
http://www.cimmaronband.com/Home.htm
http://milleniaband.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/UB/160155937363377
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NEW MEETING SPACES IN THE RED BARN  

N EW MEETING SPACES 

The Red Barn – Silska Domiwka -  operated by the Friends of the 

Ukrainian Village Society, has a newly renovated upstairs hall which 

contains a board room for eight people, a meeting room for six and a 

larger meeting space for up to 50 people. The main hall of the Red Barn 

can accommodate up to 120 people comfortably. These spaces are 

available for rent for family or corporate functions and retreats. More 

information is available at www.friendsukrainianvillage.com  

C ATERING SERVICES 

FOUVS also offers full catering services with a variety of options 

from traditional Ukrainian to more 

contemporary cuisine and from snacks to 

formal sit-down meals. Menus are available at 

www.friendsukrainianvillage.com Call to discuss your needs and 

requirements 780-662-3855 ext 1111 (Chrystia Chomiak). 

T EAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES  

Along with great meeting places, UCHV also offers a variety of team-

building activities to complement your event at the Village. They range 

from horse drawn wagon rides to an amazing race that explores early 

Ukrainian pioneers life: 

To make a booking and for information please call 780-662-3640 or email info@friendsukrainianvillage.com  

It’s an Amazing Race  

Groups are divided into teams which compete 

against each another to answer questions about local 

history, cultural beliefs and traditions, some of which 

may require a physical historic task.  

Smarter than a Villager  

Teams will face off in this game show for glory and 

bragging rights while learning fun and interesting 

facts about Alberta history and Ukrainians in Canada.  

Ukrainian Heritage Foods Cooking Workshop  

Through preparation of Ukrainian-Canadian foods, 

participants will discover the customs, practices and 

development of the Ukrainian-Canadian diet.  

Horse-Drawn Wagon Ride  

Participants will enjoy being picked up from their 

meeting location to have a ride around the different 

historic buildings on site.  

Guided Specialty Group Tour  

Your group can arrange for a specialty tour covering 

topics such as farming, churches and religion, 

architecture, behind-the-scenes museum activities 

and more.  

http://www.friendsukrainianvillage.com
http://www.friendsukrainianvillage.com
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ENRICHMENT PROGRAM UPDATE 
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WHAT IS THE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM? 
 

The Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village Enrichment Program was 
initiated in 2003 by the Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society to 
help complete the Village.  Working with the Government of 
Alberta, a total of 20 original structures were planned to 
complete the museum through which the story of the Ukrainian 
Canadian immigration to east central Alberta was told. So far, 18 
have been relocated from surrounding communities in East 
central Alberta to the Village. 

 

GREAT PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE! 
 

The Enrichment Program at UCHV has made incredible progress, 
with fifteen buildings now on their permanent locations. Five of 
these buildings were opened to the public at a special ceremony 
on Victoria Day in May 2015. Before this, the last time a building 
was opened at UCHV was the Hilliard Hotel in 1998.  
 
FOUVS committed $75,000 over two years for artifacts, furnishing 
and costuming for these five buildings: 
 
Grekul Granary 
Grekul Barn 
Morecambe School 
South River Teacherage 
Luzan Post Office 

 

NEXT STEPS! 
 

 It is our goal to have the following buildings completed and 
opened to the general public in the near future. FOUVS has 
committed an additional $45,000 for artifacts, furnishing and 
costuming for these buildings. 

 

Hilliard Pool Hall  
Hilliard Pool Hall Stable & Garage 
Hlus Barn and Granary  
Hlus Chicken Coop  
Hlus House  
 
 

MORECAMBE SCHOOL 

SOUTH RIVER TEACHERAGE 

GREKUL GRANARY 

GREKUL BARN 

LUZAN POST OFFICE 
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WHAT FOUVS FUNDED IN 2014 –2015  

Photo credits Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village 

In 2014 and 2015 the Friends of the Ukrainian Village Society spent $64,150 for 
furnishing, artifacts and costuming for the five buildings that opened in May 
2015. In general terms this is what FOUVS funded: 
 
 Costuming – teachers’ outfits and patterns for outfits for Morecambe School 
 Desks – refinishing, reproductions 
 Various period specific school supplies 
 The Morecambe School sign 
 Science cupboard reproduction and science supplies 
 Royalty pictures restoration 
 Clock purchase and conservation 
 Teacher's desks reproductions 
 Sports equipment 

HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED? DONATE! 

Donating to the Friends Society contributes to our 

ability to manage the Society and support the Village. 

Donating is easy. This year, give a meaningful gift that 

leaves a legacy for your family and community. All 

donations are 100% tax deductible! Plaques for donors 

who contribute more than $1000 will be added to our 

Donor Wall at the Village. 
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UCHV SCHOOL PROGRAMS FALL & WINTER 2015 - 2016 

Zhnyva: The Harvest  
Grades: 1-9 
Students are immersed in the historic 
processes of a pre-1930 harvest, 
including  hands-on activities that 
demonstrate the need for hard work 
and cooperation.  

Rizdvo - Ukrainian Pioneer Christmas  
Grades: 1-9 
Students experience the customs and 
traditions of the Rizdvo or the 
Ukrainian Christmas season, help with 
the preparations, learn how the 
holiday was celebrated, and take part 
in traditions associated  
with the New Year and Iordan.  

Velykden' - Ukrainian Pioneer Easter     
Grades 1-9 
Students explore the religious and 
cultural importance of Easter within 
the lives of early Ukrainian settlers in 
east central Alberta and learn about 
the symbolism of pysanky.  
 

A common question we hear is: What happens during the off-season at the 
Village? UCHV is opened from September to June for school groups. Children 
from kindergarten to grade 12 can enroll in a broad range of curriculum-based 
programs that explore the cultural traditions and the lives of early Ukrainian 
Canadians. Close to 15,000 school children participated in UCHV programs in 
the 2014-2015 season. 

SEASONAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS 

REGULAR SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
 

Letters from the Past    Students can correspond with a museum character on a topics of their 

choice. Also offered in Ukrainian.  

  

Children Were Also Pioneers  Students explore pioneer life through a child’s perspective. 

Students do farm chores, household cleaning and simple cooking on a wood-burning stove.  

  

A Community in the Past Students learn about services in rural communities in the 1920s, how 

people contributed to their communities, and how communities enhanced individual lives.  
 

Emigration Gamble Students assume roles of prospective European immigrants and explore 

Immigration policies and economic issues at the turn of the 20th century.  
 

Golden Rule Days In our historic schoolhouses students are given a glimpse of school life in the 

1930s. 
 

Ukrainian Heritage Foods Through preparation of seasonal Ukrainian-Canadian foods, students 

discover the customs, practices and changes to the Ukrainian-Canadian diet.  
  

Past Visions For Today A customized workshop tailored to meet class learning objectives, 

followed by tours of the museum. Can include outcomes based in history, social studies, arts, career and 

technology studies, tourism, business and agriculture. 

 
All programs are booked for the 2015-2016 season. To book for the 2016-2017 season contact 
Christopher Tokarek at 780-662-3855 ext 1104 or uchvbookings@gov.ab.ca 
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IORDAN — FEAST OF JORDAN 2016 
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Tuesday January 19 2016 
Iordan—The Feast of Jordan is a special event 

for both school groups and the general public. An 

extremely popular program, students and adults 

are able to share in the rich celebrations and 

traditions of this unique holiday that 

commemorates the baptism of Christ. Activities 

include participation in a church service, blessing 

of water, burning of the didukh and other 

festivities. All three churches at the Village will 

be celebrating this important feast day. Join us 

for coffee before the start of programming and a 

special lunch after. Site opens at 9 a.m. 

Admission: $6/adult, children and youth; $5/

senior. Free with FOUVS membership. 

Help us tell the story of how your family got where they are today! 
 
In 2016 we will celebrate the 125th anniversary of Ukrainian immigration to Canada by highlighting sto-
ries and experiences of Ukrainian-Canadian families. In 2017 we will celebrate the 150th anniversary of 
Canadian Confederation by highlighting stories and experiences of all Alberta families. 
  
The Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village invites children and youth (18 years and younger) to show us any 
interesting part of their family history in a piece of artwork.  We want to showcase the stories of ordi-
nary Albertan families, as understood and presented by the youngest generation.  Prizes will be awarded 
for the top submissions and selected submissions will be displayed at the UCHV in a special exhibition in 
2016-17! 
  

 Entry forms and contest rules can be found at ukrainianvillage.ca 
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BECOME A MEMBER, DONATE! 

FRIENDS OF THE UKRAINIAN 

VILLAGE SOCIETY 

c/o 8820-112 ST,  

Edmonton, AB  T6G 2P8 

780-662-3855 ext. 1111 

info@friendsukrainianvillage.com 

www.friendsukrainianvillage.com 

Roll Up Your Sleeves and Support the Friends Society! 
Memberships and donations support FOUVS so that we can contribute to 
preserving an important part of Canadian history. This year, give a 
meaningful gift that leaves a legacy for your family and community. 
 

Tax Credits for Monetary Gifts 
 
All donations are 100% tax deductible! The resulting tax credit reduces 

the amount of federal and provincial tax you owe on your income tax. 

Plaques for donors who contribute more than $1000 will be added to 

our Donor Wall at the Village. 

 
Postponement of Claims  
 
You can claim less than the maximum amount of the tax credit 
available to you if it suits your financial planning needs. If you do not 
claim the full eligible amount, you can carry the remainder forward for 
up to five years. 


